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ABSTRAC1

Convergence of densities leads directly to convergence of their distribution

functions via Scheffe's theorem. This paper is concerned with the converse:

what are sufficient conditions to obtain convergence of densities from convergence

of distribution functions? A general lemma is given and results are obtained for

translation and scale statistics with applications to bootstrap estimates of

densities and convergence of Bayes posteriors.
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1. Introduction

When does convergence in distribution imply convergence of the associated

densities? Specifically, let Tn = (aln(Tln- bln ), ••• , akn(Tkn- bkn » be a

standardized random vector in Rk which converges weakly to a distribution having

density (Radon - Nikodym derivative) g with respect to (wrt) Lebesgue measure

~ on Rk• If Tn bas density gn wrt ~, what are sufficient conditions for gn to

converge to g, say poi ntwi se a. e. ~? Lemna 1 below gi ves one set of such

conditions and Section 2 verifies these conditions for certain translation and

scale statistics. However, the results are very modest and it is hoped that

this paper will stimulate more general methods. Apparently the present literature

does not address this problem except for a few fragmented local limit theorems.

Section 3 uses Lemma 1 and the ideas of Section 2 to show that bootstrap estimates

of densities of statistics converge as expected. Section 4 discusses convergence

_e of some Bayes posteriors which. originally motivated the problem.

Let Gn and Gdenote the distribution functions (dfs) of gn and g and let

"_>" stand for weak convergence. If Gn-> G, a sufficient condition for gn(x} + g(x)

a.e. ~ is that each subsequence gn' Itave a further subsequence g~" converging to some

density g*. In that case, Scheffe's theorem (Serfling, 1980, p. 17) yields Gn,,~G*

which would contradict Gn -.G if g* ; g on a set of positive ~ measure. However,

the existence of convergent subsequences is not easy to verify in the absence of

a metric space. (In the topology of pointwise convergence gn is compact if {gn} is

is closed and {gn(x)} is bounded for each x. Unfortunately, this topology is not

metrizable here.) Titus, it is convenient to use uniform convergence on compacts

for which the Ascoli theorem is available (c.f., Royden, 1968, p. 179). This leads

to Lemma 1 and (1.3). If the equicontinuity is uniform, then.we can extend the

result to uniform convergence on Rk, Le., wrt the norm supxlgn(x)-g(x)l:: IIgn -~ICXl •
e The proof of this extension was suggested by Chris Klaassen.

M1S 1980 subject cZassifiaations, Primary 62E20; secondary 62G05.
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LEMMA 1. Suopose that Gn and G have continuous densities gn and g wrt u on R
k•

If G - > G andn

k(1.1) sUPnlgn(x)I sM(x)<oo, each x!R,

and

(1.2) {g} is equicontinuous, i.e., for each x and e: > 0 there exists o(x,e:)
n

and n(x,e:) such that Ix-y/ < o(x,e:) impl ies that Ign(x) - gn(y) 1< e: for all

n ~ n(x,e:),

then for any compact subset C of Rk

(1.3) sup Ign(x) -g (x) I+0 as n + O.
X!C

If {gn} is uniformly equicontinuous, i.e., o(x,e:) = oed and n(x,e:) = nCe:)

in (1.2) do not depend on x, then

·e (1.4) sup k I gn(x) - g(x)1 = IIgn - giL + 0 as n + 00.

x ~ R

PROOF. Conditions (1.1) and (1.2) are exactly what the classical Asco1i

theorem requires for {gn} to be compact wrt the topology of uniform convergence

on compacts. Thus, if gn' is a sUbsequence of gn' then there is a further sub

sequence gn" which converges uni~ormly on each compact subset of Rk to some g*.

Scheffe I s theorem then shows tha t g* =g a. e. ].I, and since they are both con t i nuous

g* (x) = g(x), each x e: Rk• So, for each compact set C

(1.5) sup 19nn (x) - g(x) 1+ 0 •
xe:C

It should be clear from the following argument how (l.5) yields (1.3). Now,

suppose that (1.4) is false. Then, there must exist an e: >0 and a subsequence

n' of n and a sequence xn' such that

(1.6) for all n'.
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If the xn ' are bounded~ then there exists some C which contain all the xn' and

(1.6) contradicts (1.5). If the xn' are not bounded~ then there is a subsequence

xn" such that at least one coordinate of xn" is tending to ±co. Since 9 is a

density we have 9{xn,,) -+ 0 as n"-+ co and thus by (lo6) gn"{xn,,) ~ E/2 for all n"

sUfficiently large~ say all n"~no. Let 0=0(E/4) be such that Ixn,,-y! <0

implies 19n,,{xn,,) - 9n,,{Y) 1< E/4 for all n ~ n(E/4). Then

(l. 7)
Xn" + 0

Gn,,{xn,,+o) -Gn,,(xn,,- 0) = f gn,,(y)dy~ (2o)ke:/4
xn" - 0

for all n"~max{no,n(E/4)) since 9n,,{y) ~E/4 for all y in the 0 neighborhood

of xn" (let 1·1 on Rk be the maximum of the coordinates). But

Gn,,{xn+0)-Gn,,{xn,,-0)s2I1Gn-Gllco+G{xn,,+0)-G(xn"-0), and IIGn-Gl!co-+O

by Polya's theorem in Rk and G{xn,,+o) -G(xn,,-o) =g(x~,,)(2o)k, where

.e X~,,€ (xn,,-o, xn,,+o). Since at least one coordinate of xn,,-+±co, the same is

true for x~". Thus, g(x~,,) -+0 as n"-+ co and (1.7) is contradicted. 0
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2. Translation and scale statistics.

a. Univariate statistics.

A statistic T(X) =T{Xl""'Xn) is a translation statistic t if

T{x +a) =T{x) +a for all real a and vectors x = (xl"'" xn). Let Xl'''' ,Xn
be independent and identically distributed (iid) observations with common density

f{x). Then, using the translation property we have

·e

n
Gn{y + t)= P{T{X) s y + t) = !I(T(x) s y + t) i~l f(x i )dxl" .dxn

n
=l-fI{T{x) >y) IT f{x. +t}dx,"'dx

. i=l 1 n
n

=l-JI{T{X) >y)exp{ r log f{x. +t)}dxl···dxn •
i =1 1

Now, to get derivatives of Gn{y} we need only justify the interchange of operations

dk dk dk n .
(2.1) -k Gn{y) ='7J<G (y + t) I = -!I(T(x) >y)~xp{ Ll~ f(x. + t)} I dX, ... dxndy dt n t=O dt i=l 1 t=O

Klaassen ('982) introduced this approach and showed that if f is absolutely

continuous with Jlf 1 {x)ldx < ~, then

(2.2)
n f' n

gn{y) = JI{T{x) >y)[-.I "f{xi)J IT f(x.)dx1···dx •
1=1 i=l 1 n

(For notational convenience, first and second derivatives of f are often written

as f' and f" and dkf{x)/dl is sometimes denoted f(k)(x). If Gn is a df then 9n
is its first derivative.) In a similar fashion one can show that if in addition

f' is absolutely continuous with Jlf"(x}ldx <~, then

n fIt f' f' n
(2.3) g'{y) = !I(T{x) >y)[-.I T (xi )- J. f (xi)r (x.)J.IT f(x.}dx, •••dxn·

n 1=1 l~J J 1=1 1

It appears that generally one needs f(k-l) to be absolutely continuous with

J If(k~x)ldx < OC) in order to justify {2.1). Unfortunately, the expressions tend

to get messy for k > 2.
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We can get similar representations for the logarithm of positive scaZe

statistics SeX), i.e., those satisfying S(ax) = as(x) > 0 for all a > 0 and

x = (x1,···xn). Then,

n
(2.4) Hn(y+t) =P(log Sex) ~y+t)=l-fI(log Sex) >y) exp{.I 10g(et f(et

Xi ))}dX1"·dxn•
1 =1

If f is absolutely continuous with fJxf'(x)ldx < ~t then

(2.5)

Obviously, higher order derivatives may be taken under sufficient regularity

conditions. A similar approach is also possible for two-sample shift statistics

and ratios of positive scale statistics.

The first theorems can now be given. Let I(~=f.:[f,(X)/f(X)]2f(x)dX,

I (f) = f ""[_1 - xf'(x)/f(x)]2f (x)dx, and let ~(x) and-~(x) be the standard normal df
1 -""_e and density. F is the df associated with f and T(F) is the target "parameter"

of Tn'

THEOREM 1. Let Xl'· •• 'Xn be independent with common density f(x) on Rl .

Let Tn be a translation statistic such that Gn(y) = P(n~[Tn - T(F)] ~Y) -+ ~(y/cr),

each y. If f is absolutely continuous and I(f) < ~, then with g(x) = cr-1~(x/cr)

we have
II gn - giL -+ 0 as

THEOREM 2. Let Xl,··"Xn be independent with common density f(x) on Rl . Let Sn
1

be a positive scale statistic such that Hn(Y) = P(n'2[loq S - 10gS(F)] ~ y) -+ ~(y/cr),

each y. If f is absolutely continuous and Il(f) < ~, then with hex) = cr-l~(x/cr)

we have
as

PROOFS. Since both proofs are virtually the same, only the first will be given.

From I(f) < ~ via Cauchy-Schwarz we get Jlf'(x)ldx < ~ and thus (2.2) with gn(Y)

replaced by n-~n(n-~y + T(F}) can be written as
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k n f' k
9 (y) = E[n- 2 L - -f (x,.)]I(n 2 (Tn - T(F)) > y) •
n i=l

One application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields gn(y) S [I(f)]~ and another

gives

Hence, {gn} is uniformly bounded and uniformly equicontinuous so that Lemma 1

applies. 0

The analogous results for two-sample shift statistics and ratios of positive

scale statistics should be clear. The next result relates to the derivative of

the density in Theorem 1. Here the proof is different since Scheffe's theorem is

not available to justify IIg~ ~ g' impl ies gn ~ g."

THEOREM 3. Assume the conditions of Theorem 1. In addition, suppose that f'

is absolutely continuous and flf"(x)ldx <~. If (n~[Tn- T(F)], n-~L~ f'(Xi)/f(X i ))

converges in distribution to a bivariate normal (Zl,Z2)T with means 0 and variances

0
2 and I(f), then

gn ' (y) ~ ~ <jl , (~), each y, as n ~ ~.
o

PROOF.

gn ' (y) =

(2.3) with 9n '(y) replaced by n-19ntn-1y + T(F)) can be written as

1 n f" 1 n f' 2 k n f' 2 k
E{- n.L r(Xi ) + n .L [7(Xi )J - [n- 2 .I r(Xi )] } I(n 2 (T - T(F)) >y).

,=1 ,=1 ,=1 n

The quantity inside this expectation is uniformly integrable and converges in

distribution to the random variable I(f) - ~I(Zl > y). Then, Theorem 1.4A, p. 14

of Serf1ing (1980), yields gn '(y) ~ E[I(f) - Z22 I(Zl > y)}. A simple calculation

shows that this latter expectation has the desired value. 0

Remark 2.1. The joint convergence in the hypothesis is usually shown by

justifying the expansion n~[Tn - T(F)] = n-~ L~ ~(Xi) + Rn, where Rn ~ 0 and

E~(Xi) = 0 and Var~(Xi) = 0
2,
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b. Joint densities.

The methods of the last subsection are not ideally suited for joint

densities. The next three theorems show the kinds of results one can get.

The first is for application to studentized statistics, the second is for

regression, and the third is for b.ivariate location. The related

convergence in distribution results are often made much easier by Slutsky's

theorem and the Cramer-Wold device. Let ~(yl'Y2;0,r) and ~lYl'Y2;0,r) be

the bivariate normal df and density with mean 0 and nonsingular covariance
2 2matrix r having diagonal elements. 0'1 and 0'2.

THEOREJ14. Let Xl'···Xn be independent with common density f(x) on

Rl • Let Tn be a translation statistic and Sn a scale statistic such that

GnlYPY2) = P(n~[Tn - T(F)l ~ Y1' n~[log Sn - loa S(F)] ~ Y2) -+- ~(Y1'Y2;0,r).

If f and f' are absolutely continuou.s such that l(f) < 00, Il(f) < 00, and

Jlf'(x)/f(x) Il+E:f(x)dx < '" and flxf"lx)jf(x) Il+e:f(x)dx < 00 for some e: > 0,

then

II 9n - g 11
00

-+- 0 as n -+- 00 •

COROLLARY. The density of the studentized statistic Vn = n\Tn -T(F)J/Sn,

say 9vn (y), converges in Ll(-oo,oo) to gV(y) = S(F)~(S(F)Y/O'l).

PROOF. Similar to (2.3) the representation for 9n follows from the

hypotheses of the theorem. Uniform boundedness and equicontinuity follow by
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moment calculations where the 1 + e enters when using H~lder's inequality in
!.:

verifying the equicontinuity. For the Corollary, let ~Jn = n2[10g Sn -log S(F)J.

Using straightforward transformation, the density of (Vn'Wn) is

Using the equicontinuity of gn and the convergence of gn from Theorem 4, we

have that gVn,~Jn converges pointwise to gV,W(Yl 'Y2) =S(F)4>(S(F)Yl 'Y2;O,r). Thus

by Scheffe's theorem gvn,w
n

converges to gv,w in Ll (R2). Then

00 00 00

Ilgv (y) - gV(y)ldy=J I I[9V ,w (y,z) - 9V,W(y,z) Jdz ldy
_00 n _00 _00 n n

00 00

~ I JI9v W (y,z) - 9V w(y,z) Idzdy -+- o. 0
-00_00 n' n '

Consider the familiar linear model Y = XS + e:, where ST = (Sl'''"Sk) are the

. 4It parameters and E = (El"",En)T are independent errors with common density f(x)

on Rl • Let us say that a is a translation estimator if B(Y + Xt,X) = e(V,X) + t

for all (Y,X) and t = (tl,···,tk)T. In that case a joint representation for

any two components is fairly simple since amay be viewed as a function of the

ei (given X and e). Let t and m be integers from {l, •.• k}. Then

Gn(Yt + tt'Ym + tm) = p(nJ.a(sR, - e,q,] ":'Yt + t.Q.,n~[am - 8m] ..:, Ym + tm)

II ( ~ A ( -~)" ~ A ( _~ ) n ( )= n ret E-X,q;ttn - e,q,J..:,yR.' n [em E-')(mtmn J- emJ":'Ym i~lf Ei dEl'''den

I
~,. ~.. n

= I (n [e,q, (e) - et J..:, Yen [em(E) - emJ ..:, Ym) i~l f(Ei + xiR. tR, +ximtm)dEl" 'dEn '

where x is the Hh column of X and the x.. are the entries of X. If f and f'
R. 'J

are absolutely continuous \vith Ilf'(x)ldx < 00 and Ilf"(x)ldx < 00, then we can

justify the interchange of derivative and integration to get
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gn (yi' Ym) = II (n~[ei - 8
i

]::;; Yi,r.l~[am - 8m] ::;; 1m)

. 1 n f" 1 f' f' n
x {n.I xhx im f(€i) + n.f.xhXjm f (€i)r (€j)}.JI f(€i)d€i~ ..d€n •

1=1 1~J 1=1

This representation leads to the following theorem.

THEOREM 5. Under the linear model assumptions above, let ebe a translation

estimator of 8 such that Gn(yi,y m) ~ ~(Yi'Ym;O,E). Suppose that XTX/n stays

bounded and that f and f' are absolutely continuous with I(f) ~ ~ and

Ilf"(x)/f(x) 1
1+E:f (x)dx < ~ for some € > 0, then for g(yi,ym) = ljl(yi,ym;O,r) we have

l19n - 9 II ~ -+ 0 as n ~ ~.

PROOF. The uniform boundedness and equicontinuity are again shown by

moment calculations. 0

The last result in this subsection is for bivariate densities. The proof

·e
is similar to the previous ones. Extension to more dimensions then 2 becomes

quite messy.

THEOREM 6. Let Xl"" 'Xn be independent with common density f(x) =f(x1,x2)

on R2. Let (Tln ,T2n ) be a translation statistic such that

Gn(Yl'Y2) = P(n'Tln - T,(F)] ::;; Yl'n~[T2n - T2(F)] ::;; Y2) ~. ~(Yl'Y2;0,r).

If f and its first partial derivatives are absolutely continuous with

Ilaf(x)/ax,!dx,dx2 < ~, Ilaf(x)/ax2!dxl dx2 < ~, and Ila2f(x)/~x,ax2Idx,dX2 < ~,

then

= fI(n~[T'n -T,(F)]::;; y" n~[T2n -TtF)] ~ Y2)

.2 k: n k:n
"/"z ~ogf(z) I + [n- 2 .r a~ logf(z) I ][n-

2 .L ,,; logf(z) I.J}
a , a 2 z=x. 1=" Z=X. 1=' a 2 z=x.
111n

x I f(x.}dx, ••. dx •
. , 1 n1=
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If further, E(alog f(z)/az l IZ=x
l

)2 < 00, E(alog f(z}/az2Iz=x
l

)2 < 00, and

Ela2log f(z)/aZldz2IZ=Xl,l+e: < <lO for some e: < 0, then gn(Yl'Y2) is uniformly bounded

and uniformly equicontinuous and with g(Yl'Y2) = ~(Yl'Y2;O,E) we have

I~n - gl I 00 + a as n + ale
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3. Bootstrap estimation of densities.

Suppose that we are interested in estimating the density of n~[TnlX} - T(F}]

using a random sample X = (X1,· •• ,Xn) from f. The bootstrap method (Efron,

1979) is to estimate f by say fn(x} = (nhn}-lI~ k«x-Xi)/hn}, and then

compute the density of n~[Tn(X*) - Tn(X}] (for fixed X) as an estimate of the density
J.:: * * * It.of n2[T (X) - T(F)], where X = (X1,· •• ,X ) is a random sample fron f. In practice,n n n

*one typically generates independent X on the computer and estimates the density of
J.:: *n2[Tn(X ) - Tn(X)J. Bickel and Freedman (1981) have qiven..:some basic theory for

concluding that the distribution of n~[Tn(X*} - TnlX)J approximates the distribution

of n~[Tn(X) - T(F)J in large samples. (Some modifications are required for the
* ..theory to hold when the X are drawn from fn rather than from the empirical

distribution function; see the examples below.) In the next theorem I want to

show how to apply the ideas of the last section to get the stronger result concerning
""convergence of the densities. The theorem will be stated for kernel estimators fn

and translation statistics TnlX). However, similar theorems could be stated for
"" J.::other types of fn and Tn(X}. As before, let GnlX} = P(n 2[Tn(X) - T(F)] s x} and

gn(x) = dGn(x)/dx. Let Fn(X) = f~ fn(y)dY, Gn(x) = P*(n~[Tn(X*} - Tn(X)] sx) and
" It. *gn(x) = dGn(x)/dx, where IIp*1l refers to the con~itiona1 probability of X

given X. Statements "with probability 1" (Y/pl) refer to the unconditional

probability generated by X.
* * *THEOREM 7. Let X = (Xl,···,Xn) be a (conditional) random sample from

f (x) = (nh )-1,n1k«x - X.)/h ) where X = (Xl,···,X ) is a random sample fromn n l. 1 n n
f(x). Let Tn be a translation statistic.

""
i) If k is absolutely continuous such that flk'(x)ldx <~, then fn is absolutely

... ,
continuous, Jlfn(x)ldx < =, and

" ,
J.:: J.:: n f n"9 (y)=f I(n 2[T (z) - T (X)] > y)[n- 2 I - Azi )] II f n(zi)dz1···dzn •

n Rn n n i=l f n i=l
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A ~ wpl 1If I(fn) s M < ~ wpl, all n, and Gn 7 tty/a), then for g(y) = a- $(y/a)

.e

REMARKS 3.1. The proof of the theorem is trivially like Theorem 1 using

(2.2). Virtually all kernels k in use except the uniform satisfy i). The bound

on I(fn) is not trivial and will be dealt with elsewhere (see Bhattacharya (1967)).
~

The centering constant Tn(X) in the definition of Gn can be replaced by anything
A

which still allows Gn to converge. Now we shall examine some typical statistics

to which Theorem 7 applies. Each statistic has the functional form Tn(X) = T(Fn),

* *where Fn is the empirical df of X. Let Fn be the empirical of df of X. For

showing G~x) wgl~(x/a), it is easiest to consider Tn(X) replaced by T(Fn), i.e.,
A *~ * "*let Gn(x) = P (n CT(Fn) - T(Fn)J s x). The basic approach in Bickel and Freedman

(1981) (hereafter called B &F) is to show for almost all sequences Xl ,X2•·•

(3.1a)

(3.1b)

(3.1c)

Here T(F;A) is the usual linear approximation which reduces to a sum of (conditional)
* ~iid random variables when A =Fn - Fn (see Serfling, 1980, p. 219). B &F give

".

simple conditions for handling (3.1b) and (3.1q in the case that Fn is Fn. In the
...

examples below I sketch how to verify (3.1) for the kernel estimator Fn. Note

that if hn W~l a and k is a density, then characteristic function arguments

yield Fn w£l F. If F is continuous, we can also conclude that

IIFn - FII~= supxIFn(x) - F(x)1 w£l a .
EXAMPLE 1. The mean, T(F) = IXdF(x). In this case (3.1a) and (3.1b) are

~ trivially satisfied and (3.1c) follows from (2.2) of B &F (or directly
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from the Lindeberg condition) if Fn w~l F and Jx2dFn w£l Jx 2dF{x) <~. Since

fx2dFn{X) = n-l~x~ + 2hnX!xk(x)dX + h~fx2k{X)dX, it suffices to have

!x2k{x)dx < ~ and hn wgl o.
EXAMPLE 2. Quantiles, T{F) = F-l(p) = inf{x:F{x) ~ p}, a < p < 1. Here,

T(F;A) = _A{F-l(P))/f{F-l{p)), and a modification of Ghosh1s (1971) argument

along with fn wgl f uniformly in a neighborhood of F-l{p) yields {3.1a). If

hn is not random, sufficient conditions for I~n - flL W£l a are given in

Silverman (1978), including f uniformly continuous and hn ~ 0, {logn)/nhn ~ o.
Then {3.1b) is not necessary in this case since

T(Fn;F~ - Fn) = ~.r [p - I{X; S F~l(p))J/fn(F~l(p))
,=1

(3.2) ~~.I [p - I(U i S P)J/fn{F~l(p)) ,
,=1

where the Ui are iid uniform (0,1) random variables. Of course (3.2)

~ N{O,p{l - p)/f2{F-l (p)) by the CLT and Slutsky's theorem.

EXAMPLE 3. Linear combinations of order statistics with smooth weight

functions, T(F) = !6F-1Ct)J{t)dt. Here, T(F;A) = -f:~{X)J(F(x})dx. Restrict J

to be bounded and continuous a.e. F- l with at most a finite number of

discontinuities. For T to be a translation statistic we need 16 J(t)dt = 1.

If J vanishes in neighborhoods of 0 and 1, then (3.1a) and (3.1b) can be verified

by slightly modifying the technique in Section 3 of Boos (19791 and (3.1c)

follows from the triangular array CLT since F ~l F implies
n

A ~ A

(3.3) ff[Fn(XI\Y) - Fn(x)Fn{y) JJ {F{x) )J( F(y) )dxdy

w£lJf[F(XI\Y) - F(x)F(y)JJ{F{x))J(F{y))dx dy .

If J does not vanish in neighborhoods of 0 and 1, then

![Fn(x)(l - Fn(x)b~dX w£l J[F{x){l - F{X)D~X < 00 is sufficient to get {3.1a)
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2"'" "2 "" tAo A

and (3.1b). Since fx dFn - (fxdFn) = ffCFn(xAY) - Fn(x)Fn(y)]dxdy and J

is bounded, (3.3) and thus (3.1c) follow from the conditions in Example 1.

EXAMPLE 4. The Hodges-Lehmann functional, T(F) =median {F*F(2x)},

where F*F denotes convolution. The usual estimator

Tn =median{(Xi + Xj )/2, 1 ~ i s j s n} is asymptotically equivalent to

T(Fn). Here, T(F;A) =2!CF(2T(F) - x) - ~]da(x)/G~T(F)), where

G'(x) = F*F(2x~ As in Example 2, a modification of the Ghosh (1971)

argument gives (3.1a) if IIfn - fll oo wg1 and IIflloo< 00. (This case is slightly

harder since it involves calculating the variance of certain U-statistics.)

Then (3.1b) and (3.1c) follow under no further assumptions.

REMARK 3.2. At the beginning of this section, it was noted that one

would typically use an approximation to the density 9n based on computer
* * * A *generated samples X = (X1,···,Xn) from Fn. Let Ti , i = 1,· .• ,B, be the values

~ * A *of n CT(Fn) - T(Fn)] calculated from B independent samples X. Then define

the kernel estimator

(3.4)

A

as the estimate of 9n. It is not hard to believe that 9n,B converges to g as

nand B~ 00 since Theorem 7 gives 9n wg1 9 as n ~ 00. (However, a direct proof

appears nontrivial.) But consider the following harder problem. Suppose that
* Athe X are generated from Fn so that 9n does not exist as a density wrt Lebesque

measure since Fn is discrete. Can we hope for 9n,B to still converge to g1

The answer is yes under certain conditions on Gn. Boos and Monahan (1982)

observed this phenomenon in Monte Carlo work, but noted that the convergence
...

in L1 norm was slower when generating from F rather than from F in the case of
n n

the median and the Hodges-Lehmann estimator. Let us consider the conditional
A

mean and variance of 9n,B.
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*~ 1 ex> I x-v A

E gn,B(X) = iiB Lex>k~)dGn(Y)

=t- J:ex>Gn(x - hBv)k'(v)dv
B

We have used integration by part and Jk'(v)dv = O. The last integral converges

as hB + 0 to -Jg(x)vk'(v)dv =g(x). The other integral suggests the condition

J.: ,.,
as nand B + ex>. One sufficient condition for (3.5) is n~IGn - Gla> = 0(1), wpl,

and B~hB + ex>. For the variance we have

**,., 1 * 1 x-T1
Var 9n,B(x) S ~ar ~ k(~)

B B

S ~__l Ja> k2(~G (y) + [E*§n(X,B)12}.
B h2 _ex> -na'u n

~

Thus, if k is bounded, f~k'(v)ldv <ex> , hB + 0 and Bh~ + ex>, then (3.5) gives
* ~ 2 wpl ~ p*E [9n,S(X) - g(x)] + 0 and 9n,S(X) + g(x) (for almost all X1X2' ••• ). This

,.,
proof holds for any Gn satisfying (3.5). A similar argument would work for the

histogram estimators used by Efron (1979, p. 20).
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4. Convergence of posterior densities.

The motivation for considering the convergence of densities of statistics

arose in Boos and Monahan (1982). They considered the situation where one has

observations from fO(x- a), fO is unknown butsyrrvnetric, e is a reasonable

estimator of a, and prior knowledge about e is given by the prior density rr(e).

Then an est-imated Bayes posterior is obtained by using rr(e) and an estimated

likelihood (essentially (3.4) evaluated at e= Tn(X)). In this section I want

to give a general formulation which justifies such an approach asymptotically.

Let e€0 be a subset of Rk• Suppose that there exists a sequence of
A ,.

estimators a =e n and constants an ~ co such that

,.
(4.1) P(an(e - e) ~ xl a) ~ L(x), each continuity point x of L.

Typically an = n~ and L is a multivariate normal .. Let L have density !l, wrt

. ~ Lebesque and let Ln denote the left-hand side of (4.1) or some estimate of that

df with related density in' Let rr(a) be a bounded and continuous prior density

on RK• Since ale has (perhaps only approximately) density antn(an(x - e», we

can call an!l,n(an(e - a)) a likelihood and define the posterior density of
...

eIe by

We are concerned about the limiting distribution of an's - 6)16 Which has
... ...

density Pn(t/an + ele) and df

(4.3)
,. ,. co'" X ,. x

P(an(e - e) ~ tie) = J••• Jrr(e - -)dL (x)/J d···Jrr(e - -)dL (x).-t an n R an n

The weakest type of result is that (4.3) converges weakly to 1 - L(-t). More
,. "

interesting is the convergence of Pn(t/an + ele) in topologies generated by

pointwise convergence and Lfr) convergence, Jltlrlf - gld~ ~ o. Bickel and
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Yahav (19ti9) have considered convergence in L~r) for standard parametric Bayes

posteriors.

Fix 60 as the value of 6 in (4.1).

THEOREM 8. (i) If Ln => Land e~ ea' then (4.3) ~ 1 - L(-t). (ii) If

t n + t pointwise or in L~r) with Jlt\rt(t)dt < ~, then Pn(t/an + ~Ie) ~ t(-t)

poi ntwi se or i n L~ r) • (iii) If e"!P1
60, then the convergences in (i) and (i i )

can be strengthed to wpl.

PROOF. (i) By Skorohod construction we can find ~* Qe such that

a* w~l 6
0

, Fix w€ 00 = {w:a*(w) + eO}' Let en = a*(w). First we consider the

denominator of (4.3). On any compact subset A of Rk we can assert

since ~(en - x/an) is a bounded and continuous function which is converging

.e unifonnly to ~(60 ) on A. Then

II ~(en-~ )dLn(x) -~(eo)1 ~ I J [~(en-~ ) -~(en-~ )IA(x)]dLn(x)1
Rk n Rk n n

+ I J~(en - ~ )dLn(x) -~(eO)JdL(x)1
A n A

+ ~(eO)(l - fdL(x)) .
A

By choosing A and n suitably large, each of the above terms can be made

arbitrarily small. Thu~ the denominator of (4.3) ~ ~(eO)' A similar argument

yields that the numerator of (4.3) ~ rr(eO)(l - L(-t». (ii) The convergences of

tn all imply Ln~L so that (i) takes care of the denominator of Pn(t/an + ale).
It remains to show that the numerator, rr(t/an+.e)tn(-t), converges to ~(eO) in

the appropriate senses. The pointwise convergence is obvious. For L~r)
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we have

f It(IT(~ t anltn(-t)- 1T(aO)t(-t) Idt
Rk n

sfltlrl1T(~ + an} - 'If(~ +an}IA(t)l.Q.n(-t}dt
Rk n n

+ fltlrl1T(~ + an) - 1T(aO}~n(-t}dt
A n

and each integral can be made suitably small by choosing A and n large. 0
A A

REMARKS 4.1. If Ln and .Q.n are given by Gn and gn or Gn and gn of the forms

in Sections 2 and 3, then Theorem 8 gives the asymptotic distribution of the

associated Bayes posterior. From a practical standpoint it might be more

interesting to let 1Tea) grow more concentrated about some a as n grows so that

~ its affect is not negligible in large samples.
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